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SOCIALPOLIS Coin

Open Letter
Mostly due to its revolutionary properties, cryptocurrencies acquired great success, for which
even their inventor, Satoshi Nakamoto, could not dream out. While every other attempt to
create a digital cash system did not attract a critical mass of users, cryptocurrencies showed
from the beginning something about provoking enthusiasm and fascination. Sometimes it
feels more like religion than technology.
In January 2009, Dr. Nikos Bogonikolos, Director of Blockchain O.T. founded the first digital
coin in Greece, named "Ovolos". An alternative currency been created before Bitcoin, and
although not relying on technologies like Blockchain, it responded to economical needs
during a period of great crisis.
Cryptocurrency

aims

to

completely

change

the

potential

for

economics.

Since

cryptocurrencies are open source and controlled by all, the cost of producing them is
reduced and the most important aspect is

that it cannot be controlled

neither from

government, entity, nor any person.
As we are experiencing a continuing global crisis, the idea of creating a currency supporting
the social and sustainable development of the economy considers to be a necessity.
The implementation of a social currency, – or a social crypto-currency – can revive local
economies all over the world. Blockchain technology successful examples in real sector of
economy have been already built up.
Social currency may be able to restore local economies, support local producers and
motivate people to buy their products, as well as participate in the growing, gathering and
supply processes.
On a broader scope, it may also be successfully applied to humanitarian relief and logistics
or function as a vehicle for donations and/or crowd-funding for social and philanthropic
initiatives.
Social currency is a fairly new concept, also known as “alternative”, “parallel” or “community
currency”. It opposes traditional fiat currencies and is used to match non-demanded
resources and unsatisfied needs, thus creating a local alternative cycle of value.
Socialpolis (SPL) Coin has been created and following with respect the above statements.

Athens, September 2018
The Blockchain Open Technologies Team
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Legal Disclaimer
This paper is a draft and the information set out herein is of preliminary nature. Consequently
Blockchain Open Technologies (the Company) does not hold any responsibility that the
information set out herein is final or correct and disclaims, to the fullest extent permitted by
applicable law, any and all liability whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise in respect of
this paper. Neither this paper nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of or be
relied on connection with or act as an inducement to enter into any contract or commitment
whatsoever. Potential investors should note that the final structuring of the SPL Coin is
subject to ongoing legal, regulatory and tax considerations and is, therefore, subject to
material changes. In particular, non-applicability of the CISA has not been confirmed by
FINMA. The Company reserves the right to not issue the SPL Coin or change the structure
of the SPL Coin for any reason at its sole discretion.
This paper contains forward-looking statements, e.g. statements including terms like
"believe", assume", "expect", "forecast", "project", "may", "could", "might", "can", "will" etc.
Such forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors which may result in a substantial divergence between the actual results,
financial situation, development or performance of the company and those explicitly or
implicitly presumed in these statements. Because of those uncertainties, readers should not
rely on forward-looking

statements.

Blockchain

Open Technologies assumes no

responsibility for updating forward-looking statements or adapting them to future events or
developments.
This paper is not a prospectus following the meaning of articles 1156 and 652a of the
EU Code of Obligations or a prospectus under any other applicable laws. If the SPL
Coin is being issued, potential investors should carefully assess the final structure of
the SPL Coin as it would be set out in the final prospectus published by the Company.
Such a prospectus would also set out risk factors which should be considered by
investors before making an investment decision.

Tax Implications
Potential investors are urged to consult their own tax advisors as to the tax consequences of
acquiring, owning and disposing of SPL Coin.
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Risks
§ Each participant (the “Party”) understands that there are inherent risks associated with the Blockchain
technology and cryptocurrencies in general and the SPL Coin in particular, including, but not limited to, those
listed hereinafter. More comprehensive risk factors describing risks associated with investing in the SPL Coin will
be set out in the document published in connection with the sale of the SPL COIN.
§ Each Party is aware of Blockchain Open Technologies being a start-up company and of the financial risks an
investment in the SPL Coin entails. Investors may lose part or all of their investment. Potential investors are
urged to carefully review a final document and in particular the section of risk factors before making an
investment decision.
§ Risks associated with (intellectual) property rights: the Party understands and accepts that, due to lack of the
software originality and the immaterial character of the SPL Coin, there may be no title of ownership in and to the
SPL Coin.
§ Risks associated with the Blockchain: the Party understands and accepts, the underlying software application
and platform (i.e. the Ethereum Blockchain) is still at an early development stage and not yet unproven. The Party
understands and accepts that there is no warranty of the process for creating SPL Coin and/or the Ethereum
Blockchain being uninterrupted or error-free and acknowledges that there is an inherent risk of the software
containing weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs causing, inter alia, the complete loss of ETH, other (financial)
support of the Project and/or SPL Coin.
§ Regulatory risks: the Party understands and accepts that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on,
or introduce new regulations addressing Blockchain technology based applications, which may be contrary to the
current setup of SPL Coin Project and which may, inter alia, result in substantial modifications, including its
termination and the loss of SPL Coin for the Party.
§ Risks associated with abandonment / lack of success: the Party understands and accepts that the creation of
the SPL Coin and the development of the SPL Coin Project may be abandoned for a number of reasons,
including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects (e.g. caused by
competing projects) and legal, tax or regulatory considerations. The Party therefore understands that there is no
assurance that, even if the SPL Coin Project is partially or fully developed and launched, the Party will receive
any benefits through the SPL Coin held by him/her/it.
§ Risks associated with loss of private key: the Party understands and accepts that SPL Coin can only be
accessed by using an Ethereum wallet with a combination of the Party‟s account information (address) and
private key or password. The Party understands and accepts that if his/her/its private key or password is lost or
stolen, the SPL Coin associated with the Party's account (address) will be unrecoverable and permanently lost.
§ Risks associated with your wallet: the Party understands and accepts that Blockchain Open Technologies or
any of their affiliates, employees, partners or advisors is in no way responsible of the wallet in which the SPL Coin
is transferred. You understand and agree that you are solely responsible for the access and security of your
wallet, for any security breach of your wallet and for any loss of SPL Coin resulting from your wallet service
provider, including any termination of the wallet provider‟s services and/or bankruptcy of the wallet provider. The
Party understands and accepts that the wallet or wallet service provider used for the participation in the SPL Coin
has to be technically compatible with the SPL Coin. The failure to assure this may result to the Party not gaining
access to his/her/its SPL Coin.
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§ Risks associated with theft/hacks: the Party understands and accepts that the Website, the underlying software
application and software platform (i.e. the Ethereum Blockchain) could be exposed to attacks by hackers or other
individuals that may result in theft or loss of SPL Coin, other (financial) support of the SPL Coin Project, or ETH,
impacting the ability to develop the SPL Coin Project.
§ Risks associated with depreciation: the Party understands and accepts that with regard to SPL Coin no market
liquidity may be guaranteed and that the value of SPL Coin tokens over time may experience extreme volatility or
depreciate in full (including to zero) resulting in loss that will be borne exclusively by the Party, even in case of a
price stability of the Social Economy portfolio.
§ Risks associated with forking: the Party understands and accepts that a group of people may take our software
and modify it to accept a different set of tokens, or no tokens at all (“Fork”). The creation of a Fork could devalue
the SPL Coin substantially.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Confidence, trust, transparency and security are principles with which the sector of the social
and sustainable development economy needs to be able to operate. It also needs to have
the ability to trade and grow globally in a rapid way and at low transaction costs.
Sub-actions in the framework of the social and sustainable development economy are the
implementation of new modeling of cities, the distribution of humanitarian aid, the support for
the development of social enterprises, the international youth mobility and the breaking of
obstacles for remote working.
Creating and circulating the SPL Coin, a cryptocurrency based on Blockchain technology,
meet aforementioned needs. A solution based on the application of mature Blockchain
technologies and the expertise of a strong international development team. A team
combining the experience of large private sector companies with the academic potential of
major academic institutions.

1.1 | THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION
Following financial crisis of 2010 and the followed refugee crisis, a new Economic Sector has
been raised in Greece as long as to other EU countries based on Solidarity services for
vulnerable social groups. As a result of such a trend following the redefinition of vulnerable
social groups into productive coops in Greece, a new Act (4430/2016) aiming to boost “third
pillar of economy”, a social economy based on coops. Such coops are obliged to return to
the society by some means (not well specified) 40-60% of their profits in order to maintain
tax benefits offered to the specific Sector. In the EU1, Social and Solidarity Economy
represents around 10% of EU‟s NGP through 2 million social economy enterprises in
Europe. More than 11 million people – about 6% of the EU‟s employees – work for social
economy enterprises. They have different legal forms and various objectives ranging from
agriculture and banking of employment provision and sheltered workshops.
Most important growing group of social economy enterprises are the social enterprises. Their
main objective is to have a social, societal or environmental impact for the general interest.
Such enterprises, as well as NGOs, are interested to introduce and accept the Blockchain
1

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/social-economy_en
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technology and the concept of cryptocurrency in order to support their financing and capital
development; as the main alternative way for transactions within the sector the adoption of
the Blockchain technology is due to the fact that this technology and its underlying principles
constitute a trustworthy and transparent tool. The ease of sharing and full visibility are
essential features of the Blockchain technology and the immutability of the transactions
recorded through it, increases confidence in data integrity and reduces opportunities for
fraud.
This European legislative framework settled the creation of the social enterprise
BLOCKCHAIN Open Technology Coop. The BLOCKCHAIN Open Technology Coop has the
responsibility, the management and business development of SOCIALPOLIS Coin - the
social and sustainable development economy cryptocurrency responsibility.

1.2 | The emerging knowledge and social economies
in the new Era
The need for improvements by using new innovative technologies and financial tools, like
cryptocurrencies, towards the new form of solidarity and social economy can be highlighted
as follows:


New resource constraints. New economic baselines of today (the downturn, green
business, etc.) require finding ways to accomplish our goals using fewer resources.
This includes identifying the means to capture opportunity and transform "in process"
business activities using newer and more efficient models. Business leaders need to
effectively link IT and businesses much more than in the past.



Value shifting from transactions to relationships. The growing realization that
business transactions traditional role have as the core source of organizational value
is diminishing and value raises from relationship dynamics. Many implications
including using new management methods (e.g. top-down, command-and-control,
community curator and facilitator), tapping into new reservoirs of innovation, adopting
new ways of customers, or leading to better tacit interactions.
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Fig. 1: Emerging knowledge and social economies in the new Era,
source: http://blogs.zdnet.com/Hinchcliffe



Industries in flux with new ones emerging. Already stable industries, such as
finance and media, are feeling the pinch in a more tensile way, but this is the overall
existing case. Recession creates a bigger gap between healthy and unhealthy
businesses, while many industries are being unbundled or transformed (traditional
software companies moving to SaaS and cloud computing for example or the rise of
crowdsourcing competing with outsourcing at the low end). Dynamic Web-driven
global knowledge of today flows and agile online models for computing and
collaboration are now a significant change agent.



Moving from change as the exception to change as the norm. Whole world
witnesses faster consumer behavior shifts, quicker pricing changes, more rapid
product cycles, and faster media feedback loops. This can lead to more extreme
market conditions but also enables opportunities to be turned into organizations
bottom-line impact which means adapting to market realities quickly enough. The
network is the culprit (and solution) for much of this again: Having pervasive social
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media instantly transmitting and shaping cultural phenomenon and faster financial
cause-and-effect in the markets, real-time online markets, and so on. In the 21st
century, following a plan is increasingly less important than responding actively and
effectively to change.


A shift of control to the edge of organizations. Not even really a shift, but more like
addition of a new dimension of how we operate organizationally, something previously
referred as "social business". This new addition changes the dynamics of where useful
information comes from, how decision making is implemented, and how more
autonomy and self-organization will be needed (and tolerated) in order modern
organizations to meet the global market more dynamically.

1.3 | The global explosion in cryptocurrencies
In 2017 over 300 new cryptocoins reached $1MM market CAP. Following the tremendous
rise in Bitcoin prices in November 2013, launching new cryptocurrencies got extremely
popular. Previous years have showed, that there were hundreds of new coins available to
mine and buy. A period where everyone were launching cryptocurrencies, even if it was
considered to be a difficulty to materialize them. Nowadays, numerous individuals and
enterprises are still launching new cryptocurrencies via a mechanism known as ICO (Initial
Coin Offering). Raising money through ICOs has become more effective than traditional
early-stage angel and VC funding. Now, the market is exploding with hundreds of new
cryptocurrencies and the total value reaching $177 billion (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: The explosion in cryptocurrencies,
source: Coinmarketcap.com, August 2017

1.4 | The Solidarity Economy
a map of the diverse economic strategies, organizational forms and tools that can contribute
to the creation of solidarity economy (Ethan Miller, https://www.co-munity.net/de/file/22542,
2010), is represented on Figure 3. For each sphere of economic life, the following activities
commence:


Creation. Where do the basic "raw materials" come from? In the form of "ecological
creation" and "cultural creation” might be called, a powerful gift economy appears.
Ecological creation involves earth processes - birth, growth, photosynthesis, respiration,
geological and chemical transformation, etc. - that are the “original points of production”
sustaining and generating all life and culture. Moral responsibility to honor and share
these collective “gifts from the world” is a key starting point for a solidarity economy
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perspective.

Likewise, cultural creation offers resources such as language, stories,

music, ideas, and skills. Generated and transformed over millions of years by collective
creativity, imagination, intuition, observation and experimentation, they are gifts passed
through our ancestors and should be shared and held in common trust.

Fig.3, The Solidarity Economy,
source: Daniel C. Wahl, https://tinyurl.com/yayyj9cv



Production. How are goods and services produced in ways that foster cooperation and
solidarity? Here we can identify structures such as worker cooperatives, democratic
nonprofits, grassroots producer cooperatives, forms of household production, self-
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employment and self-provision (hunting, fishing, gardening, scavenging and "do-ityourself" projects), and family or community care provision. We might also examine the
possibilities for transforming certain "conventional" forms of productive organization
such as municipal and state-owned enterprises and values-based "high-road"
businesses into more robustly democratic and cooperative institutions.


Transfer and Exchange. How do goods and services move from production to
consumption in ways that enact solidarity values? Forms of solidarity exchange include
community currencies, barter networks, fair trade, "solidarity markets," and the use of
sliding scale pricing. Transfer also occurs through one-directional movements such as
progressive/redistributive taxation and Robin Hood-style re-appropriation (known by
those whose excessive resources are being appropriated as "theft"). Gift economies, in
which reciprocity is established through giving without expectation of return, are also
powerful and widespread means of transferring resources.



Consumption and Use. Through what kinds of cooperative institutions are people and
communities organized as consumers? Examples include consumer cooperatives,
housing cooperatives, collective self-provisioning, community supported agriculture
initiatives and institutions of participatory, democratic municipal and state citizenship
(participatory budgeting, neighborhood councils, etc.). How are the demand-sides of
markets organized socially and institutionally in ways that encourage solidarity? Here we
can identify various forms of "ethical consumption" that animate local, ecological and fair
trade purchasing practices and institutional "socially-responsible" purchasing policies.

By moving beyond the state/market dichotomy and making these solidarity-based economic
practices visible, this diverse economy perspective gives us some of the key strategic tools
we need to begin charting out paths for solidarity economy education and organizing. In many
regions around the world, solidarity economy organizers have initiated mapping projects to
identify and make visible potential or existing actors in solidarity economy movements.
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1.5 | Social Economy in Europe
Social economy enterprises and organisations are economic and social actors present in all
sectors of society, which are set up in order to meet citizens‟ needs. Driven by values such as
solidarity, social responsibility and democracy, social economy enterprises present another
form of entrepreneurship. Former President of the European Commission Romano Prodi once
said that “they are competitive enterprises based on a solidarity that goes beyond the limits of
the market and extends to social reality” [1]. There are 2 million social economy enterprises in
Europe, representing 10% of all businesses in the EU. More than 11 million people – about
6% of the EU‟s employees – work for social economy enterprises. They have different legal
forms and various objectives ranging from agriculture and banking to provision of employment
and sheltered workshops. Up to 160 million people in Europe are members of social economy
enterprises (mostly retail, banking and agricultural cooperatives, as well as mutual societies
offering services complementary to social security regimes) [2].

Fig. 4: Social Economy in Europe,
source: European Commission
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As a whole, the Social Economy can greatly contribute to Europe‟s social and economic
development, as it can help solve a wide range of social and economic issues. Its contribution
in some instances provides an alternative to what is done by other actors (effectively
increasing competition and improving consumer options), while in others it complements and
reinforces their actions, as social economy organisations can access human, organizational
and financial resources that are not necessarily available to other types of institutions or
enterprises.
Unlocking this potential, though, and further strengthening the already vital role that the Social
Economy is playing, will require a joint effort on the part of all of the actors that can contribute
to the growth of this sector: social economy organisations, public institutions, private
investors, and research centers and scholars. Innovative tools are also needed as vehicles of
this joint effort and levers of the economic development. Blockchain and cryptocurrencies are
considered as such tools in terms of decentralized resources and transparent procedures.
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1.6 | SOCIALPOLIS COIN OVERVIEW
1.6.1 SOCIALPOLIS Social and Sustainable Development
Economy Coin Idea
SPL coin is the idea of the creation of a coin as an answer to the need of an alternative
financial transactions system using Blockchain technology for the social and sustainable
development economy. Obviously, any mining activity by Coops or their unions will not be
easily accepted as their development grows. As so, 60% of their profits will be used to buy
SPL Coins to reinvest within this financial sector, mainly through their Credit Unions. These
mounts of digital coins will then be distributed within this sector, either for B2B free
transactions or to offer free services or goods to communities (e.g. donations).
At the same time, as major non-social economy Enterprises offer similar returns to societies
through their Social Responsibility Programs (usually tax free up to 5% of their revenues), the
use of SPL Coin for such a “Solidarity” purpose is expected to keep its demand high.
Nevertheless, it will not be allowed to use SPL Coins for B2B purposes unless the other
trading part is a coop.
Moreover, up until now, most of the funds and goods offered to relief citizens or refugees are
centrally controlled by Public or International Organizations and NGOs. As a result, the cost of
the humanitarian relief aids programs is kept high, whilst corruption problems are reported. As
a result, there is not any reliable tool or system available to monitor the logistics of goods or
the distribution of funds to the targeted beneficiary.
The idea is to offer a certain number of SPL Coins to the final beneficiary of the humanitarian
aid in the form of tagged coupons. NGOs or other organizations will be responsible to
distribute such “coupons” to citizens or refugees according to the value of the available funds
or goods offered by donors.
The SPL Coin will be introduced and circulated through six different financial application
areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AGORA City: A Real estate project via the SPL Coin
SPL Coin in the Humanitarian Aid and Solidarity Market
SPL Coin in Coops and Enterprises
SPL Coin: e-Work and Volunteer Workers
Building the Market Place of the SPL Coin
Small Islands and SPL Coin

More details on the 6 axes can be found in the SocialPolis Technical Paper.
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1.6.2 SPL Coin Project Mission
The Mission of the SPL Coin Project, above all, is to contribute to social and sustainable
development economy. It also aids to contribute effectively to the EU‟s employment, social
cohesion, regional and rural development, environmental protection, consumer protection,
agricultural, third countries development, and social security policies.
In this framework, the SPL Coin Project will follow the primary objective of the traditional
social economy enterprises and thus serve its Parties and not obtain a return on investment
(ROI) as the traditional mainstream capital companies do. Its Parties act in accordance with
the principle of solidarity and mutuality, and manage the Project on the basis of 'one man one
vote' principle.
Moreover, and in a vertical vision and implementation methodology, the SPL Coin project will
focus on enhancing the local economies and local development projects as in the
aforementioned cases of small islands located in the Greek Archipelagos and towards the
development of several Smart Cities (i.e AGORA Smart Human City) in the Greek territory.
SocialPolis mission is to embrace Blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies to disrupt the
Social Economy and provide a financial instrument, the SPL Coin that will be able to offer the
benefits of trusted and secure transactions with digital currency. In the end, the mission
focuses on a promising financial area applications list, briefly described in this section, which
offer ample room for decentralization and exhibit great challenges that can be faced through
SocialPolis. AGORA City‟ mission is to build the first smart city of 100.000 inhabitants in an
excellent location in Greece. The project‟s vision is to create an open, smart city operating
based on the principles of an urban planning model towards sustainability and active civil
participation.
The two main objectives of the project are to provide a trustworthy financial and operational
environment and above all, to guarantee transparency while reducing the actual
transactional costs. The project is designed upon the principles of decentralized technology
– meaning that operational-wise, all transactions taking place within this specific environment
have to be verifiable and auditable. The fundamental principle for the development of
AGORA City is to act as the link between investments in Greece and real estate
development.
All participants in the projects, along with the Greek State itself, will benefit from a
Public / Private partnership. More specifically, SPL holders will benefit from:
-

-

the immediate & minimal handling free cost for approved applicants to obtain a Golden Visa
from the Greek State
the secure & transparent handling of Golden Visa assets through Blockchain technology
(electronic wallet)
the Low cost funding of a major land development project
the future profit expectation from applicants of Golden Visas as per value of their coins that
date.
the significant real estate development outside major Greek cities .
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The primary goals of the project are to attract permanent residents sustaining the role of coinvestors and to develop a city of zero carbon footprint and minimal energy while setting the
example of a new paradigm of the relationship between residents / citizens and public
issues. In addition to the above, the project aims to re-invest part of the surplus for the
purposes of the city development and excess the budgets of public authorities and
individuals agencies operating within the city promoting a balanced yet dynamic coexistence
of the private and social sector and their roles.
Agora City project will financially operate through the circulation of SocialPolis (SPL) coin,
the first alternative currency for the Social & Solidarity Economy, and its six principal
application areas.
-

The Agora project land development itself (AGORA Human Smart city)
The International Solidarity activities
The Social Economy coops as a tool to support Social Responsibility Programs of non-Social
economy enterprises of the private and the public EU sector
The economy of small islands located in the Greek archipelagos
International development of e-work
International development of volunteer workers into Social & Solidarity Economy.

The
complimentary
circulation
of
SPL,
through
AGORA,
encourages not just productivity and environmental sustainability through a hyperconnected
smart city, but also the enhancement of civil participation and the overall improvement of the
quality of the everyday life of its citizens.
With regards to the methodology employed to develop AGORA City, several consecutive
steps should be followed. First of all, deciding upon the multi-channel management strategy
of the entity, then informing the planning process. Following, the drafting, revising and
signing of the agreements and contracts, right before proceeding to an in-depth analysis of
the objectives and their deliverables. After informing and finalizing the analysis, AGORA City
project should be able to embody the missing link between Golden Visa investments and
actual real estate development in Greece.
Greek real estate market, nowadays, has a variety of offers with cost under €300,000, also
including tourist-favored and resort spots. By that Greece can stand out from other countries
(e.g. Portugal or Spain) with CBI programs offering Golden Visas for €500,000 but in reality
do not have any decent options under €800,000. Even though Golden Visa program seems
successful, there is no guarantee that these funds injected in the Greek Economy will be
used by the land owners. On top of that, there is not any real system tracing the transfer of
ownership following the grand of a Greek Golden Visa. Based on this, AGORA aims to act
as the link between Gold Visa investments in Greece and real estate development.
Since its introduction in 2014, more than 2.500 foreigners invested in Greece at least
€250.000 each in order to get the so-called Gold Visa. Most of them where Chinese followed
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by Russians, Turks and Egyptians. According to the official program statistics, just 20
Golden Visa residence permits were issued in during the first year, with the number rising to
455 in 2014, 968 in 2015, and 1.550 in 2016. By October 2017, around 1.700 permits were
issued to foreign investors who contributed over €1.12 billion to the Greek economy, while
analysts say that this growing tendency will continue.
Residence permit holders are allowed to stay indefinitely in Greece and use all benefits
offered by the European Union, as a well-developed legal system, and high quality of
education and healthcare. Investor‟s family members can enjoy all of the above as well,
since the spouse, children under 18 years of age, older financially dependent children under
23 years of age, and parents or grandparents may be listed in the application.
Gold Visas will be offered to applicants when they buy 250.000€ + in Greek assets, not
excluding SPL Coins as part of a Social Economy coop capital. The volume of SPL coins
available for such a purpose will be equal to the value of the land and the developed assets
within this area. Gold Visa holders will have to keep their coins for at least five (5) years, as
required by the Greek law. After that period, they will have the right to sell as valued on that
date while FIAT currencies collected in this way will be used to finance the development
project.
The vision to transform a small island or a city to a Blockchain Area is to develop a Human
Smart City operating based on the principles of trust and transparency. Blockchain Area,
either it is a small island or a city, is a new concept of functionality. The organizational layers
constituting the area will be integrated to a network that ensures data integrity and
transaction reliability while interconnecting citizenry, infrastructure and operations.
Towards the notion of areas structured on AICBM (AI, IoT, Cloud, Big Data, Mobile),
Blockchain Area seeks to integrate all these technologies to upgrade public operations,
emergency management protocols, public safety policies, energy consumption and urban
logistics.
Given the urgent necessity to employ efficient, smart solutions with regards to transportation,
energy and security issues, Blockchain ‟s P2P network intelligence provides a solid
alternative for urban and rural planning and managing resources. Applying a Blockchain
system basically means setting as a first priority the privacy of all registered individuals and
transparently managing all transactions taking place while excluding intermediaries and
ultimately, redefining what „smart‟ means.
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Citizens, along with their needs and qualities, should be analyzed with regards to their age;
seniors, adults & underaged while people requiring special attention should be considered
and handled based on their severity of their condition.
Regarding the infrastructure, it should be laid out according to its basic components; water,
electric power, supplies, transport, infrastructure for education, medicine, business (sales
/production / services) etc. Blockchain technology allows to combine different databases and
use data from several platforms and systems ensuring maximum efficiency.
The third dimension focuses on operations – blockchain technology enables operations and
transactions in a timely, transparent and safe manner. Having a closer look to the
characteristics of this type of financial structuring, it is safe to assume that micro-economies
exhibit several shared features.
· Limited population to support the local economies and tourist demand during the 12-month period
· High cost of services and transportation as a result of their isolation
· Strong tourist and agricultural/fishery capabilities
· „Closed‟ and very small economies
· Great potential for the establishment of Innovation hubs, with different orientation for each island
· The growth of their Social Economy as the major beneficiary of the available state and EU funding

A pilot Socialpolis Blockchain Area project is to be developed in close cooperation with the
local authorities transforming the area of interest to a Blockchain city or island offering
services and IT infrastructures for financial and social activities. Socialpolis Coin will play a
key role in this project both as the major exchange coin within the island/city and also as a
vehicle to attract investments. At first, introduction of the SPL Coin will be confined to a
closed geographical terrain and will enable business transactions only within this specific
area.

2. SPL COIN MARKET ANALYSIS
2.1 | Major stakeholders and technology providers
The major stakeholders and technology providers of SPL Coin are:
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 The Blockchain Open Technologies Coop, acting as manager and coordinator for
marketing and technical support of the SPL‟s Coin ecosystem transactions. Blockchain
Open Technologies operates into two Blockchain hubs.


Balkan Blockchain Ecosystem in Thessaloniki with its main objective to develop
the SPL Coin mission in South Europe.



Athens hub as a Blockchain developer with its main initiative to explore for future
Blockchain environments.

The SPL Coin is expected to have worldwide business development hubs with special
scopes like:


Netherlands: The European SPL Coin development center responsible also for
investor relations.



Dubai: The social and sustainable development economy special hub of SPL
Coin.



Singapore: The Asian hub and Public sector SPL Coin.



Hong Kong: The Chinese hub and Software development support center.



Panama: The American hub.

 The Blockchain2050 BV, an innovative Dutch company established in the Netherlands,
specialized in the development of Blockchain technologies, acting as technical advisor
for SPL Coin.
Other major stakeholders include:
 Large international organizations and institutions, such as the EU or the UN, that are
responsible for shaping and implementing policies, restrictions and eventually
legislation, but also for promoting, supporting and possibly funding initiatives, especially
in the Social Economy Sector. These organizations are experienced in the field of
humanitarian aid delivery operations to use solutions such as SPL Coin to support a
high level of security, trust and transparency.
 National governments and local authorities. They are the actors with possibly the
highest significance, since they are capable of promoting-supporting or hinderingblocking such an initiative. Blockchain Open Technologies have already initiated
discussions with several official representatives in regard to the 6 different financial
sectors. The social economy sector is a top priority for them.
 Other authorities who might influence the development of the project, such as tax
authorities, financial institutions, legal entities etc. They is going to benefit from the
trustful use of their services in the social economy.
 NGOs active in the area of humanitarian relief, social support, environmental protection,
e.g. The Red Cross, Doctors without Borders, Amnesty International, Greenpeace etc.
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 Donors, either as groups or as individuals, which might be interested in making their
donations using the SPL Coin network.
 Socially vulnerable groups, as receivers of humanitarian relief, e.g. refugees, ethnic
minorities, orphans, people in areas suffering from war, droughts and famines etc.
 Volunteers and e-workers interested and willing to participate in the SPL Coin initiative.
 Local societies and businesses, which will become part of the project and benefit from it.

2.2 | SPL Coin Social and Sustainable Development
Economy Fund
A percentage of 20% of the issued SPL Coins is going to be reserved from the SOCIALPOLIS
fund and will be used to:


Link and support other Social Economy cryptocoins that will follow.



Invest in specific projects that aim to enhance environmental protection and sustainability
following a well-defined set of selection criteria. The SOCIALPOLIS fund, as a coop and a
member of the Social Economy, is going to re-invest 60% of the revenues created through
such investments back to the SPL Coin ecosystem, offering a mutual rise to all holders‟
SPL Coins.

Even though the different flavors of the SPL Coin, maintain their basic characteristics,
different rules and techniques will apply to each of the 6 aforementioned application areas.
The interlinking of benefits and expansion capabilities by each application area is a critical
success factor for the successful launch of SPL Coin promoting and distributing the available
coins to the society and the real economy by utilizing different key stakeholders and opinion
makers respectively.
The Blockchain Open Technologies Coop is going to manage the Fund with an international
advisory board monitoring and supporting the process according to quality criteria.

2.3 | Building the e-Market Place of SPL Coin
Generally, a cryptocoin e-Market Place is a crypto-based cross-border e-market place which
allows customers to buy and sell goods using crypto currencies as mode of payments. SPL
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Coin e-Market Place is going to work on a unique business model which makes wholesale
trading much simpler; also the inclusion of SPL Coin as a mode of payment is going to offer a
tightly secured, safe and easier transaction mechanism for sellers who want to operate in the
global market and especially within the framework of Social and Sustainable Development
Economy.
The development of the SPL Coin e-Market Place is going to be performed through an
advanced electronic platform acting as a supermarket with e-shops-in-a-shop of all SPL Coin
holders (regardless whether they are Coops or not). All transactions within such a
Marketplace are going to be performed through SPL Coins whilst the hospitality/management
of transactions will be offered for free.
Such a tool, acting as the link of all SPL Coin holders with enterprises and coops accepting
transactions through SPL Coins, is going to boost each and every of the 6 targeted financial
areas for the introduction and distribution of such coins with obvious benefits to all SPL Coin
holders. The SPL Coin e-Market will commercialize the products and services of Social and
Sustainable Development Economy.

2.4 | Marketing and Initiatives
For each of the 6 aforementioned SPL Coin axes, different promotion initiatives is going to be
offered by Blockchain Open Technologies Coop using reserved Coins in order to enhance the
circulation of SPL Coins among holders. Such initiatives will be in force for a specific period of
time for each SPL Coin axis. A total of 5% of the available Coins are budgeted as initiatives to
Coops, NGOs and Enterprises holding SPL Coins under the following rules:


Solidarity programs through NGOs: For each SPL Coin purchased by NGOs to
support their programs using SPL Coins, 1/3 of an SPL Coin is going to be offered for
free for a period of three years after starting the promotion of SPL Coin.



Coops and Social Economy: For each SPL Coin purchased by Coops or
Enterprises, 1/3 of an SPL Coin is going to be offered for free for a period of three
years after starting the promotion of SPL Coin.



“Small Islands” sector: For each SPL Coin purchased by people or enterprises
within the Ithaca Island, 1/3 of an SPL Coin is going to be offered for free for a period
of three years after starting the promotion of SPL Coin.
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Agora City: Any new development activity in the new city within the framework of
Social Economy is going to receive an extra bonus of 2% in SPL Coins.



E-workers: For each SPL Coin purchased by a donor to reward any e-work he has
assigned, one more SPL Coin is going to be awarded by Blockchain Open
Technologies to the e-workers providing the required service. This form of subsidy will
act as initiative, while at the same time creating added value for the work or service
provided. This initiative will be valid for a period of four years after starting the
promotion of SPL Coin.



Volunteers: For each SPL Coin purchased by a donor to support volunteers, 1/3 of an
SPL Coin is going to be offered for free to e-workers for a period of four years after
starting the promotion of SPL Coin.

The aforementioned initiative programs are going to be offered as Blockchain Open
Technologies Coop‟s Social Responsibility return to the SPL Coin community/ecosystem.

2.5 | PEST and SWOT Analysis
The Political, Economic, Social and Technological analysis, related to the SPL Coin, is
presented in Figure 5. The analysis is the result of scientific investigation and literature
overview of relevant studies and surveys of the working group, either within the private
companies, which are members of strategic development teams or through the research of
the academics and university professors who are members of the project team.
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Political

Social

•Increasing trend in Central
Goverments accepting
cryptoCoins
•Increasing trend in Central
Goverments offering state
cryptoCoins
•Oil and Energy crisis
•New rules in economic trade

•Wars and refugees
•Financial crisis and solidarity
•Increasing Social Economy role
in EU

Economic

Technological

•Instability in the Banking
Systems
•Derivatives non controlled
•Regional development through
local resources trend

•IoT and Blockchain
•AI and Machine Learning
•New Internet architecture
•Intelligent Decision Support
Systems
•Web 3.0 and Recommender
Systems
•Cloud computing and Services

Fig. 5: PEST Analysis

The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats affecting SPL Coin are depicted in
Figure 6.
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Strengths

Opportunities

•Well defined market
segmentation
•Value Links with Real Economy
•Blockchain technologies
•Token/Eco friendly
•Hard to manipulate

•Friendly EU policy on cryptoCoins
•Growing Solidarity and Social
Economy Fianancial Sectors
globally
•First cryptoCoin of Social
Economy
•Links with specific real-estate
based project
•Economic crisis

Weaknesses

Threats

•Confusing with other "mined"
speculative cryptoCoins
•New concept in trading
•Concurrent
development/application in
multiple target sectors
•Need for a multidisciplinary team
of experts

•Goverment's policies
•Low interest from stakeholders
•Slow development of basic
infrastructure (islands, hib, etc.)
•Poor pick-up among eworkers
and/or volunteers

Fig. 6: SWOT Analysis

It should be noted that the design of the SPL Coin was made with this analysis as a base so
as to eliminate the potential weaknesses and fears. The SPL Coin was built on a Blockchain
technology and realistic assessments of the actual operations of the social economy.
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3. THE TOKEN SYSTEM & ECONOMICS
3.1 | Value of the project
The estimated value of the SPL Coin project is closely dependent on the real values of the 6
different financial areas of application, as described earlier. Application areas of SPL Coins
have been chosen to:


Protect the investors in SPL Coins from financial risks related either with the crypto
currency economy or the real economy‟s financial sector applied. This is achieved
through the choice of a mature technological Blockchain solution and with the choice
of the social economy sector for whom which has as a high priority the trust and
transparency offered by the SPL Coin is a high priority.



Provide flexibility to SPL Coin‟s holders (Coops, Enterprises, NGO, or individuals) in
their financial transactions within the

defined

Financial Areas. Immediate

marketability through exchange platforms but also serving domestic trade in the
social economy sector.


Minimize investment risks in SPL Coins.

As the number of issued SPL Coins will remain constant throughout its life cycle (200.000.000
Coins), the value of the project is reflected upon the expected value of each SPL Coin, as
created through the demand/offer laws.
The initial value of each SPL Coin, at the moment of introduction is defined to 2€. This price is
reflected upon the internal value of the VMS as it emerges from the economic projections.
In the second year following its introduction in the market, the number of daily transactions
through SPL Coins is expected to reach 100.000.
Following the expected values of SPL Coins creating economic results of Blockchain Open
Technologies, the initial price of 2€/SPL Coin is considered to be a fair and correct value.

KYC and AML
Blockchain Open Technologies will apply custom “know your customer, KYC” and anti moneylaundering (AML) procedures for each potential investor in the SPL Coin before they are
permitted to purchase any SPL Coin.
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3.2 | SPL Coins Allocation
Τhe first division of SPL Coins, as in all ICOs, will be performed as described below, since the
money someone gets from the Crowdsale rate is the money that can be used in order to
guarantee further development.

Fig. 7: Token Distribution

In SPL Coin case, an envision of 80% Crowdsale division will provide the necessary funds to
allocate further development (75%), marketing activities (10%), R&D expenses (10%) and
legal expenses (5%) as indicated below.
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Fig. 8: Crowdsale Distribution

In the framework of the Further Development sub-division (75%), an allocation of the SPL
Coins is expected as follows:


to both EU commercial Social and Global Solidarity Economy (c. 42%)



to the Agora project (c.5,5%)



to the Small Islands projects (c 1,5%)



to support e-working and volunteering (c 6%)



to enhance SPL Coin circulation through promotion program (5% only for the first 3
years)



to develop SOCIALPOLIS fund (10%)



20% of the Coins will remain to its initiators



The remaining c. 10% will be available as “free floating” in order to cover expenses
and/or for general initial corporate purposes
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Fig. 9: SPL Coins Allocation

A percentage of 60% of the net income and 50% of the net profit from intellectual property
(IP) licensing will be re-invested into further Social Economy; therefore, the inner value of the
SPL Coin shall grow steadily.
SPL Coin shall be issued as a perpetual subordinated non-interest-bearing bond.
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Fig. 10: SPL Coins re-investing to Social Economy

It has to be noted that these percentages arise as the profits of social economy enterprises
are not taxed at 60%, as long as they are reinvested towards the society.

3.2.1 Detailed plan of the use of funds
The funds from the “free floating” distribution of Coins (10%) will be used to cover:


The development of the Market Place Platform, all needed software systems and
supporting digital tools - Approx. 2,5M€



The setup of the 6 overseas development and support centers - Approx. 6M€



The marketing and business development activities - Approx. 3,5M€



To enhance the technology infrastructure that will support transactions - Approx. 7M€



For other legal and setup costs - Approx. 1M€
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Fig. 11: “Free floating” distribution of SPL Coins

The rest of the funds from the “free floating” distribution will be retained to cover future support
needs, e.g. R&D, administrative costs, future development centers etc.
The SOCIALPOLIS fund (10%)
This fund is an innovative initiative to support the social economy, particularly in Europe and
the rest of the world. The management of the Blockchain Open Technologies social enterprise
guarantees that this amount will be invested in proposals able to support new social economy
actions.
In this context, it will act as a support mechanism for business efforts in a sector that is not
easily accessible by traditional financial markets.
The fund will also support in consultancy and development of those business initiatives.
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According to the business plan, SocialPolis will be supported up to 50% of each investment
proposal. It will run at proposal sizes between €1,000,000 and €3,000,000 and, in its full
development level, as it is expected to support an ecosystem of about 8-10 businesses.
Priority will be given to cases which support groups of people with disabilities, minorities and
other ideas coming from or targeting such groups.
The Initiators Allocation (20%)
The 20% of the coins will remain to SPL Coins initiators. These are the ones referring to the
Team members section of this document. They will have an obligation to actively support the
effort and to hold their participation for at least 18 months.
SPL Coin circulation (5%)
The activities for the SPL Coin circulation through marketing and development program will
consume a 5% of the SPL Coins. Indicatively such activities will be: internet and social
networks (2%), participation in world events directly or indirectly related to the social economy
(1%), promotion of special events in various countries (1%), development of a network of
supporters and promoters of electronic currency platforms (1%).
Ε-working and volunteering (6%)
About 6% of the coins will cover the e-working and volunteering sector. Specifically, 3% will
cover the e-working cases and 3% for the volunteering cases.
Agora project (5,5%)
It is expected that about 5,5% of the SPL Coins will be utilized for the implementation of the
Agora project. To this end, the individual distribution of Agora project percentage of SPL
Coins is expected to be the following:
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Fig. 12: Agora Project Fund distribution

Small Island projects (1,5%)
A percentage of 1,5% of the Coins will be allocated for the Small Islands projects. Specifically,
our vision is the following: Development activities (80%), Marketing activities (10%), Advisory
activities (5%) and Legal activities (5%). These projects are going to benefit social economy in
various ways such as supporting entrepreneurship for people with disabilities.

Fig. 13: Small Island Projects Fund distribution
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4. TEAM and ROADMAP
4.1 | Team Members and Roles
Dr. Nikos Bogonikolos
CEO
Founder of Blockchain Open Technologies Coop. He has a mathematical background
(Diploma of University of Patras, Greece) and delivered post-graduate and doctorate
research in Kharkov National Economic University, Ukraine.

Dr. Panayiotis Christodoulou
CTO
PhD in Computer Engineering and Informatics from the Cyprus University of Technology
(CUT) – Blockchain developer expert. Panayiotis holds a PhD in Computer Engineering and
Informatics from the Cyprus University of Technology (CUT). He completed his
undergraduate and postgraduate studies at the Manchester University, UK (MEng) and the
Frederick University, Cyprus (MSc). He is a member of the Software Engineering and
Intelligent Information Systems Research Lab (SEIIS) located at CUT and his interests are
focused mainly in the area of Software Engineering and more particular, in Recommender
Systems and Blockchain technologies as well as in techniques and mechanisms of Artificial
and Computational Intelligence. He has a lot of experience in developing smart contracts on
various platforms and managing blockchain projects.

Mr. Manolis Chrysostalis
CFO
Cashier of Blockchain Open Technologies Coop. He is an experienced professional in
Management Consultancy with strong Procurement & Operation Planning skills. He received
his B.S. in Economics from University of Patras and his MA in Local and Regional Growth
and Administration from the University of Peloponnese.

Mr. Ioannis Chatzichristos
COO
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Member of Blockchain Open Technologies Coop. He is a Senior Business development
Consultant and expert in support for redesigning of corporate processes. He is especially
experienced in the study of integrated solutions of advanced information systems and
related services. He is an experienced Systems Analyst with several managerial positions in
the industry in the past. He holds a Mathematics degree from the University of Patras
(1984).

Mr. Peter van Dam (BSc)
International Development Manager
Founder of Blockchain2050 BV. Consultancy, business development and marketing
background. Diplomas of University of Breda, International Business & Trade and Marketing
& Sales Management.

Mrs. Eleftheria Tsialtzoudi
Marketing Officer
President of Blockchain Open Technologies Coop. She received her degree from the
Department of Economy and Administration of Technical Educational Institute of Patras,
Greece in 2003. She gained additional management, financial and communication expertise
working in several organizations in Patras, Greece.

Dr. Ioannis Dontas
Supporting S/W developer
He received his degree in Physics and his PhD in Chemical Engineering from University of
Patras, Greece where he conducted postdoctoral research in Material Science until 2007.
Since then, he has been involved in Projects Coordination for public and private entities
regarding ICT, Environmental and Security solutions. He has published 10 papers in peerreviewed
scientific journals.
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Ms. Garyfalia Plataniti
Supporting S/W developer
Garyfalia is a graduate of Informatics Applications in Management and Finance. She works
as a Developer/Web Sys administrator, with strong experience managing server
infrastructures across Unix and Linux platforms and developing various projects on web
developing using the latest technologies of the field.

Mr. Michael Chatzipetros
Supporting S/W developer
He received his degree from the Department of Informatics of the Athens University of
Economics and Business in 2015, deepening in the areas of Computer Networks and
Databases. He has worked for 4 years in the field of Information Technology in Greece &
Switzerland. He has professional experience in system and database management, as well
as in the design and development of GIS and IoT applications and is an expert in the
development of applications in C#, JavaScript, PHP etc.

Mr. Michalis Pingos
Supporting S/W developer
Michael completed his BSc degree in Computer Engineering and Informatics from Cyprus
University of Technology (CUT). Currently, he is MSc student in Data Science and
Engineering. He is a member of the Software Engineering and Intelligent Information
Systems Research Lab (SEIIS) located at CUT and his conducting research and discovering
findings and possible uses in the field of Software Engineering. His interests are mainly
focused in the area of Software Engineering and more particular, in Smart Manufacturing /
Industry 4.0 as well as in techniques and mechanisms of Cyber-physical system, Internet of
Things (IoT), Cloud Computing and Cognitive computing. Furthermore, he is working in EU
projects as DOSSIER-CLOUD (H2020-TWINNING) for DevOps-based Software Engineering
for the Cloud and Interreg / ΕΠΙΡΡΟΗ.

Mr. Spyros Loizou
Supporting S/W developer
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Spyros completed his BSc degree in Computer Engineering and Informatics from Cyprus
University of Technology (CUT). Currently, he is MSc student in Data Science and
Engineering. He is a member of the Software Engineering and Intelligent Information
Systems Research Lab (SEIIS) located at CUT and his conducting research and discovering
findings and possible uses in the field of Software Engineering. His interests are mainly
focused in the area of Software Engineering and more particular, in Smart Manufacturing /
Industry 4.0 as well as in techniques and mechanisms of Cyber-physical system, Internet of
Things (IoT), Cloud Computing and Cognitive computing. Furthermore, he is working in EU
projects as DOSSIER-CLOUD (H2020-TWINNING) for DevOps-based Software Engineering
for the Cloud and Interreg / ΕΠΙΡΡΟΗ.

Mr. Lambros Odysseos
Supporting S/W developer
Lambros completed his BSc degree in Computer Engineering and Informatics and was
awarded as the first student in his class at Cyprus University of Technology. Currently, he is
studying at the same university with scholarship to obtain his MSc degree in Data Science
and Engineering. He has minimal experience in the industry but however thrives in research
and development. His interests include Software Engineering, Intelligent Information
Systems, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Patterns. He is currently working in our
lab, conducting research and discovering findings and possible uses in the field of Software
Engineering while adopting new principles to Intelligent Information Systems.

4.2 | Advisors
Mrs. Sofia Papadaki
Advisor
Member of Blockchain Open Technologies Coop. She is an Architect Engineer (MEng of
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki) with over 30 years of experience in all stages of
architectural projects. MSc in Environmental Management & Sustainability (2017) from the
International Hellenic University. Certificate from the University of Nicosia for the course
"Introduction to Digital Currencies".

Prof. Sokratis Katsikas
Advisor
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Professor and Rector of the Open University of Cyprus in Nicosia, Cyprus and Professor
with the Center of Cyber and Information security, Department of Information Security and
Communication Technology, Norwegian University of Science and Technology in Gjøvik,
Norway.

Prof. Andreas Andreou
Advisor
Professor and Director of Software Engineering and Intelligent Information Systems
Research Laboratory, at the Cyprus University of Technology Foundation, Department of
Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering and Informatics.

Prof. Spiros Likothanassis
Advisor
Professor and Director of Pattern Recognition Lab at University of Patras, School of
Engineering, Department of Computer Engineering and Informatics.

Prof. Ilias Kotsireas
Advisor
BSc in Mathematics (1990) from the University of Athens, followed by BSc (1994), MSc
(1995) and PhD (1998) in Computer Science from the University of Paris. He is currently a
Professor in Computer Science School of Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada and Director of
CARGO Lab (www.cargo.wlu.ca). He was ACM SIGSAM Chair, 2013-2017.

Mr. Floris Kleemans (MSc)
Advisor
Former Head of Strategy for ABN-AMRO Group. MSc. In General Economics from
Groningen University, The Netherlands.

Dr. Klitos Christodoulou
Advisor
Klitos received his B.Sc. in Computer Science in 2009 and his M.Sc. in Advance Computer
Science (with specialisation in Advance Applications) in 2010, both from the University of
Manchester, UK. In 2014 he received his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from the
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School of Computer Science at the University of Manchester, UK. From 2014 to 2015 he
was a member of the Information Management Group (IMG) in the School of Computer
Science, at the University of Manchester where he engaged in various research and
teaching activities.

His research is mostly focused on Data Management issues with a

focus on Machine Learning techniques, specifically on how to leverage various Bayesian
Inference models as a solution to challenges related to Data Integration. Recently he has
been conducting research in the field of Distributed Ledger Technologies and blockchain
ledgers. Moreover, he has given numerous talks during conferences, at various Universities
both in the UK and Cyprus, at schools and in the industry.
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4.2 | Roadmap

Q2 2018

• Blockchain Coop establishment - Completed
• Basic technological Infrastructure setup (in cooperation with
Blockchain 2050) - Completed
• Creation of 200.000.000 tokens SPCs - Completed

Q3 2018

• Operation of Thessaloniki and Athens Technical Support
and Development Centers - Completed
• Introduction of SPL Coins in Solidarity Economy completed

Q4 2018

• Start Promotion in Solidarity Economy (EU)
• Start Promotion in e-working - Completed
• Start Promotion in volunteering - Completed
• Setup the support centers in the Netherlands, CIC
Rotterdam (www.cic.com) - Completed

Q1 2019

• Launch of the SPC e-shops/market place - Completed
• Setup of the SOCIALPOLIS Fund - In progress
• Availability of SPL Coins in 4 international cryptocoin
platforms - In progress

Q2 2019

• Start promoting in the Small Island sector - In progress
• Setup the support centers in Gulf Area, Hong Kong and
Singapore - In progress

Q3 2019

• Reach 100.000 transactions/day
• Full availiability of all apps and functions

Q4 2020

• Start promotion of the Agora project

2021

• New apps and functions availability

2022

• New apps and functions availability

2023

• New apps and functions availability
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6. Contact Details

Dr. Nikos Bogonikolos
Email: info@socialpolis.io
Mobile: +306951943327
Website: www.socialpolis.io
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